


WHO WE ARE? 
Our enterprise was born in the year 2006 as a result of the enthusiasm and the passion for the 
local traditions. 
Family business allows us to work in the climate of partnership and collaboration.  

We are really proud of the following certificates  that confirm the level of our production: 
Agricoltura Biologica, Usda Organic. They let us be among the leaders on the market both in 
Italy and abroad. 

Our enterprise produces dry pasta only with the durum wheat coming from Basilicata and by 
means of the bronze press technology. 

Our “secret” is the careful selection of grains, first of all Senatore Cappelli and other antique 
varieties able to add to the taste and quality of our precious pasta.  
Another factor that contributes to the advantages of these unique cereals is the milling locally 
made, controlled and followed by our experts directly in the field. 
The flour produced this way is brought directly to the pasta factory where the production 
process starts right away. 

The flour produced this way is brought directly to the pasta factory where the production 
process starts right away.





THE LABORATORY 

The consumer is protected by our respect of the strict hygienic and sanitary rules according to 
the European and national laws. 
Our system of production security is really very carefully built up: that’s why we  use the 
H.A.C.C.P. Method of constant control in order to be able to offer safe and high quality 
products.  
The samples are periodically brought to the laboratories specializing in organoleptic analysis 
and nutritional values research. 
Also, we gave credence to the ICEA certification  system that periodically controls all the 
stages from the  acquisition of organic meal to the production  and marketing of the final 
product  to guarantee the quality and the accordance to the standards.  

Our objectives keep growing. In the year 2010 we started the sector project that observed the 
activity of 27 enterprises that have the overall production of about 23.000 centners of grain. 
The idea of the project is to valorize the production of the whole Matera Hills area by the 
reduction of the quantity of intermediaries between the producer and the consumer. The 
investments are aimed to modernize the factory, to upgrade the mill  for processing raw 
material. 





WHY EAT 
BIO?

Eating Bio pasta means living and eating with respect for the nature and ourselves. 
Any bio consumer evidently improves his life quality.It is not by chance that our enterprise 
uses the methods and techniques of the last generation,  with the respect for the environment 
and in order to obtain the highest quality product. 

We use biofuel heaters which are a great source of renewable energy and which allow us to 
achieve remarkable savings on the electricity cost and in no way endanger the environment 
that we live in.



OUR PASTA



Anelli 001 Campanelle 002 Capricciose 003

Caserecce 004 Conchigliette 005 Cornetti 006



Ditali 007 Eliche 008 Gigli 009

Maccheroni 010 Paccheri 011 Penne Ziti 012



Penne Rigate 013 Mezze Penne 014 Pennoni 015

Rigatoni 016 Rigatoni Tagliati 017 Schiaffoni 018



Tubetti 019 Ziti Tagliati 020 Maccheroncini 021

Primule 023 Linguine 024 Spaghetti 025



Amori 028 Cavatelli 100 Fusilli Paesani 101

Orecchiette 102 Raschiatelli 103 Strascinati 104



Strozzapreti 105 Foglie d'ulivo 150
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CONTACTS

Mobile: +39 339 84 02 109 
Office: + 39 0835 56 17 91 

www.fattincasa.com 
info@fattincasa.com 

via Pertini, 13 
75018 Stigliano Matera Italia


